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Akin, the son of Dawn's heroine Lilith, is part human, part Oankali alien. Kidnapped by the 
last generation of humans that is sinking into savagery and suicide, it is up to Akin to save 
the future of humanity by becoming something he is not--completely human. Original.
In this sequel to Dawn, Lilith Iyapo has given birth to what looks like a normal human boy 
named Akin. But Akin actually has five parents: a male and female human, a male and 
female Oankali, and a sexless Ooloi. The Oankali and Ooloi are part of an alien race that 
rescued humanity from a devastating nuclear war, but the price they exact is a high one--
the aliens are compelled to genetically merge their species with other races, drastically 
altering both in the process. On a rehabilitated Earth, this "new" race is emerging through 
human/Oankali/Ooloi mating, but there are also "pure" humans who choose to resist the 
aliens and the salvation they offer. These resisters are sterilized by the Ooloi so that they 
cannot reproduce the genetic defect that drives humanity to destroy itself, but otherwise 
they are left alone (unless they become violent). When the resisters kidnap young Akin, the 
Oankali choose to leave the child with his captors, for he--the most &quothuman" of the 
Oankali children--will decide whether the resisters should be given back their fertility and 
freedom, even though they will only destroy themselves again. This is the second volume in 
Octavia Butler's Xenogenesis series, a powerful tale of alien existence.Octavia E. Butler 
was the first black woman to come to international prominence as a science fiction writer. 
Incorporating powerful, spare language and rich, well-developed characters, her work 
tackled race, gender, religion, poverty, power, politics, and science in a way that touched 
readers of all backgrounds. Butler was a towering figure in life and in her art and the world 
noticed; highly acclaimed by reviewers, she received numerous awards, including a 
MacArthur "genius" grant, both the Hugo and Nebula awards, the Langston Hughes Medal, 
as well as a PEN Lifetime Achievement award.
Other Books
Human Contradictions in Octavia E. Butler's Work, Human Contradictions in Octavia Butler’s 
Work continues the critical discussions of Butler’s work by offering a variety of theoretical 
perspectives and approaches to Butler’s text. This collection contains original essays that 
engage Butler’s series (Seed to Harvest, Xenogenesis, Parables), her stand-alone novels 
(Kindred and Fledgling), and her short stories. The essays explore new facets of Butler’s 
work and its relevance to philosophy, sociology, anthropology, psychology, cultural studies, 
ethnic studies, women’s studies, religious studies, American studies, and U.S. history. The 
volume establishes new ways of reading this seminal figure in African American literature, 
science fiction, feminism, and popular culture.
�����. Bloodchild. In “ Bloodchild” and Other Stories , 1–29. New York: Seven Stories Press. 
———. 2007. ... In Strange Matings: Science Fiction, Feminism, African American Voices, and  
Octavia E .  Butler , 140–167. Seattle: Aqueduct Press."
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